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Call for Comment 
Expression of the enzymatic units for bromelains 

 
 

Dear Member, 

 
Call for comment – Enzymatic units for bromelains – due to CHC by COB Thursday, 24 October  
 
Over a number of years the Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA) and the complementary medicines 
industry have recognised difficulties in appropriately quantifying the activity of enzymes used as active 
ingredients in listed medicines.  One difficult aspect has been in establishing an appropriate unit for the 
enzyme activity of the improved ingredient ‘bromelains’ (Australian Approved Name).  
As such the CHC seeks industry feedback on the below proposal to assist in the resolution of this issue.   
 
Bromelain is an enzyme that is extracted from the stem or fruit of the pineapple plant (Ananas comosus, 
family Bromeliaceae). Currently the TGA eBusiness Services (eBS) only allows the quantity of the ingredient 
to be expressed in milligrams (mg). However, based on past consultation with industry, the expression of 
its content on a ‘per mg’ basis is unsatisfactory, particularly as the material available commercially is highly 
variable in terms of enzyme (therapeutic) activity. 
 
There are currently no TGA recognised default standards, nor a TGA compositional guideline, to provide 
clarity to sponsors as to how to express the biological activity of bromelains. Of the scientific literature the 
following variety of designations are used: Martindale makes reference to ‘Rorer’ unit of protease activity 
and Commission E cites ‘FIP’ units of bromelain activity. Bromelain activity has also been described in 
terms of ‘milk clotting unit’ (MCU), ‘gelatin digesting unit’ (GDU) and ‘papain unit’ (PU).  
 
Most relevantly papain unit is specified for bromelain by the joint FAO/WHO Expert Committee on Food 
Additives (JECFA) (Attachment 1) and the Food Chemical Codex (FCC) (Attachment 2). This is also the unit 
adopted by Health Canada in its monograph for ‘stem bromelain’ and ‘fruit bromelain’ (Attachments 3-4).  
 
Previous discussions with the OCM/Industry Consultative Group (OICG) on the use of papain units was not 
resolved, and industry has indicated that GDU is often used for material supplied in Australia.   
 
A recent TGA review has again recommended that papain unit (PU) be used as the enzymatic unit for 
bromelains in the eBS. One papain unit is defined as the quantity of enzyme that liberates the equivalent of 
1 µg of tyrosine per hour under the conditions of the assay (FCC).  
 
ACTION - Members are asked to provide comment on the TGA proposal to adopt PU as the unit of 
enzymatic activity for ‘bromelains’, noting that there is a simple conversion factor that can be applied to 
quantities expressed as GDU.  Your feedback by Thursday, 24 October would be appreciated.  
 
For further information contact: Emma Burchell on 0451 681 663 or Emma.Burchell@chc.org.au  
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